
A two component adhesive system

composed of 100% solid Epoxy that contains

polyamide curing agent ensuring a tough and

durable bond resistant to chemicals and

corrosion.

This unique low viscosity adhesive is

primarily designed for all around remedy of

structural concrete defects and flaws particularly

the repair of cracks by pressure injection. Aside

from sealing cracks and crevices and filling voids,

it can also be combined with fine aggregates or

silica sand to result in an Epoxy Mortar for high

strength grouting.

PRESSURE INJECTION

1. Blow compressed air along the crack lines

to completely clean, dry and remove dirt and

other loose contaminating materials.

2. provide temporary seal on crack surface

except entry and exit ports.

3. Inject GI-208 structural epoxy starting at the

lowest entry port up to the proceeding ports

until the voids are completely filled.

EPOXY GROUTING V-CUT SYSTEM

1. V-cut all cracks for repair.

2. Blow compressed air along the crack lines to

completely clean, dry and remove dirt and

other loose contaminating materials.

3. Apply by brush pure GI-208 structural epoxy

to serve as primer then apply GI-208

structural epoxy mixed with silica sand or

patching compound on v-cut surfaces

EPOXY GROUTING ON CONCRETE

HONEYCOMB

1. Chip off loose concrete. Remove dust, dirt

and other loose contaminating materials.

2. Install formworks on Honeycomb providing for

a small opening on the upper portion.

3. Pour GI-208 Structural Epoxy mixed with

silica sand. Remove formworks upon curing of

epoxy grout.

MIXING AND CLEANING MIXING :

1. Mix thoroughly by volume 2 parts of resin to 1 part

hardener for 3 to 4 minutes. any changes from the

recommended proportion will affect its quality.

2. Scrape the bottoms, sides and corners of the

container to ensure complete and full blending.

3. Prepare only enough quantities that can be used

within the pot-life period. Do not delay application.

CLEAN-UP

Pressure injection tools and other equipment

maybe cleaned with epoxy reducer while mixture has

not yet hardened. Wash off hands with detergent and

warm water.

CAUTION

Avoid contact with eyes and skin and avoid

breathing its vapor. This product may cause severe

skin irritation after prolonged or repeated exposure.

Keep containers tightly closed and store in a cool dry

place

EPOXY INJECTION

REPAIR

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

PACKAGING GALLON KIT

MIX RATIO
TWO (2) PARTS RESIN BASE TO ONE (1) PART HARDENER 

VOLUME

COLOR COMPONENT A - LIGHT STRAW

COMPONENT B - AMBER

POT LIFE 1-2 HOURS @ 25°C (admixture)

TACK FREE TIME 4 HOURS @ 25 °C

FULL CURE TIME 24 HOURS @25 °C; 72 HOURS load pressure

SHELF LIFE Minimum of 12 months under normal condition (80°F)

SHRINKAGE Negligible

COMPRESSIVE 
STRENGTH

(ASTM C109-95)
Minimum 8,000 – 11,000 psi

Maximum 11,000 – 12,000 psi

TENSILE STRENGTH 3,000 - 5,000 PSI (ASTM D638-91) @ 7 DAYS FULL CURING

FLEXURAL 
STRENGTH 6,000 - 9,000 PSI (ASTM D790-92) @ 7 DAYS FULL CURING

BOND STRENGTH 3,000 - 5,000 PSI (ASTM C882-99) @ 7 DAYS FULL CURING

HARDNESS 80 SHORE D

RESISTANCE TO 
CHEMICAL

RESISTANT TO MOST ORGANIC SOLVENTS, MILD ACIDS AND 
ALKALIS

APPLICATION
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